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Employee Questions/Comments 
2535-Children in the Classroom 

 

Questions/Comments #1 
Questions/Comments 

 
 

Response(s) Peter, 
 
Thank you for your feedback to the adjustments made to procedure 
2535 – Children in the Classroom.  I reached out to members of 
Dean’s Council and shared your input and requested their feedback. 
After additional dialogue, I have made the adjustment suggested in 
paragraph two and eliminated “unless the student is already enrolled 
in an alternate delivery class method.” 
 
Jenna – I have attached the updated procedure. 
 
As to your suggestion of identifying an age at which visiting children 
could be on campus – perhaps in an alternate location from their 
parent, we are in disagreement. We feel the definition of a non-
disruptive or well behaved child is subjective and to determine an 
appointment age will vary by child. 
 
Again, thank you for providing comments. 
 
Elaine Simmons 
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Questions/Comments #2 
Questions/Comments • The policy seems to written only towards students that are 

taking classes face to face.  Are there any expectations for 
students taking the courses exclusively remotely? 

 
• Statement: In some cases, a student MAY be able to attend 

the class session remotely; however, this opportunity is at the 
discretion of the instructor unless the student is already 
enrolled in an alternate delivery class method. 

o What would be an alternate delivery class 
method?  Students can attend classes face to face or 
via Zoom (live online or fuzion).  If Zoom is a part of 
the course, the remote option is available. 

o Online students don’t require Zoom in their courses, 
but possibly hybrid? 

o Recommendation: In some cases, a student MAY be 
able to attend the class session remotely; however, 
this opportunity is at the discretion of the instructor. 

 
• Statement: If an alternate delivery option is available, a 

student must adhere to the instructor’s guidance on managing 
children during class. 

o This statement doesn’t sound like it applies to all 
courses being taught remotely. 

o Recommendation: For courses being taught 
exclusively through Zoom or with remote options, a 
student must adhere to the instructor’s guidance on 
managing children during class. 

 
• Statement: For more information, contact the CDC Director at 

620.792.9360. 
o I would not recommend using the acronym CDC. 
o Recommendation: Contact the director of the Child 

Development Center. 
 

Response(s) Good morning, 
 
Thank you for your comments regarding the revisions to procedure 
2535 Children in the Classroom.  Jenna Hoffman shared your 
feedback with me.  I have inserted responses below. 
 

• The policy seems to written only towards students that are 
taking classes face to face.  Are there any expectations for 
students taking the courses exclusively remotely? Excellent 
point!  I’ve updated the procedure to read the College does 
not allow children to attend class without any qualifier that 
would lead the reader to believe it only means physical 
classes.  I have separated the information about children at a 
physical location to help the reader further understand that 
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overall children are not allowed in class regardless of location 
and venue. 

 
• Statement: In some cases, a student MAY be able to attend 

the class session remotely; however, this opportunity is at the 
discretion of the instructor unless the student is already 
enrolled in an alternate delivery class method. 

o What would be an alternate delivery class 
method?  Students can attend classes face to face or 
via Zoom (live online or fuzion).  If Zoom is a part of 
the course, the remote option is available. 

o Online students don’t require Zoom in their courses, 
but possibly hybrid? 

o Recommendation: In some cases, a student MAY be 
able to attend the class session remotely; however, 
this opportunity is at the discretion of the instructor. 
 

• Agreed!  Peter Solie also forwarded the same comment and 
we have updated the procedure to align with what you have 
proposed. 

 
• Statement: If an alternate delivery option is available, a 

student must adhere to the instructor’s guidance on managing 
children during class. 

o This statement doesn’t sound like it applies to all 
courses being taught remotely. 

o Recommendation: For courses being taught 
exclusively through Zoom or with remote options, a 
student must adhere to the instructor’s guidance on 
managing children during class. 
 

• Recommendation accepted; however, I removed the word 
“zoom” and used video platform in order not to date the 
procedure should we change products. 

 
• Statement: For more information, contact the CDC Director at 

620.792.9360. 
o I would not recommend using the acronym CDC. 
o Recommendation: Contact the director of the Child 

Development Center. 
 

• Good catch!  Accepted and changed. 
 

 
Elaine Simmons 
 

 

 


